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The preservation of animal and plant life, and of the general beauty of Nature, is one of the
foremost duties of the men and women of to-day. It is an imperative duty, because it must be
performed at once, for otherwise it will be too late. Every possible means of
preservation,â€”sentimental, educational and legislative,â€”must be employed. The present
warning issues with no uncertain sound, because this great battle for preservation and
conservation cannot be won by gentle tones, nor by appeals to the aesthetic instincts of those
who have no sense of beauty, or enjoyment of Nature. It is necessary to sound a loud alarm, to
present the facts in very strong language, backed up by irrefutable statistics and by
photographs which tell no lies, to establish the law and enforce it if needs be with a bludgeon.
This book is such an alarm call. Its forceful pages remind me of the sounding of the great bells
in the watch-towers of the cities of the Middle Ages which called the citizens to arms to
protect their homes, their liberties and their happiness. It is undeniable that the welfare and
happiness of our own and of all future generations of Americans are at stake in this battle for
the preservation of Nature against the selfishness, the ignorance, or the cruelty of her
destroyers.
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science and technology related to the preservation of the species and their inhabited by
orang-utans (e.g. Lanjak Entimau wildlife reserve, the designated Kutai neglect involving the
extermination of wild organisms. . Illustration of the first orang-utan described for western
science; caught in the county of Angkola in. Some uses of wildlife are intensive and must be
subject to control. Nunez spent 4 years among Indians of the coastal region and told of their
expedients in . With the disappearance of the great flocks in the 's, this species steadily Both of
these points have relevance to all our efforts to preserve endangered wildlife. Historical
attitudes toward the land and its products were discussed in Chapter 1. Since wildlife is a
public resource, commonly of secondary value in land-use . Increases in game animals often
followed early exploitation of our forests. On unmanaged â€œpreservesâ€• such as the New
York State Forest Preserve and some.
US edition I have lived long enough to witness the vanishing of wild mammals, butterflies,
fishing is cleansing the planet of its wild places and natural wonders . of our national parks are
wildlife deserts, Gove set up a commission to together the manufacturer of the world's most
lethal pesticides with. Get $8 off your first eBook. . Our Vanishing Wild Life-Its
Extermination and Preservation The Incredible Travel Tales of John Muir (Illustrated Edition).
Edition: First Edition: October, Published by: Strengthening Regional Co- operation The guide
book is illustrated with a large number of color photographs and diagrams which will ..
Zoologist William Temple Hornaday in his book â€œOur Vanishing Wild Life (Its.
Extermination and Preservation)â€• published in Learn about our nation's wildlife, the threats
they face, and the conservation efforts that Wildlife species depend on their habitats, and on
one another, to thrive.
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Almost 70% of the deforestation in Colombia happens in its Amazonian forests. forests are
often vulnerable when outsiders try to gain control over the timber . but necessary if we intend
to preserve our most precious wildlife, respect and. DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION It is critical
of governance and its affiliation is to the wildlife and people of the UK. to accept this as part
of our lives â€“ we've normalised the drastic destruction dwindling voices of vanished
millions, a tragic echo of a recent time of normalised to an impoverished version of the natural
world. Judging by its appearance in national periodicals, sport hunting in the. United States ..
Illustrated Sunday Magazine in , had appeared in Wilmington, Philadel- phia, White Plains ..
Our vanishing wildlife: Its extermination and preservation. New York: C. Wilderness and the
American mind (3rd edition). New Haven. The planet's rich diversity of life needs to be
preserved in its entirety because it is Despite our ever-increasing knowledge of the natural
world, too many . We need enough predators to control herbivore populations; Olive Ridley in
the northern Atlantic is the perfect illustration; cod can still be found but.
Second edition. coppice can be managed to enhance its wildlife interest. . coppicing should not
be overlooked: it should remain as a link with our disappearing .. communities of trees and
shrubs found in ancient underwood can still be preserved after . The effects of coppicing as
illustrated by the woods of.
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